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1. News, including: 1) report on japanese premier kaifus suggestion to 
hold a special meeting with soviet president mikhail gorbaehev during the 
forthcoming london summit of the seven leading industrial states. (1 min 
german 1600, 1700) 2) review of press conference following meeting between 
james baker and aleksandr bessmertnykh in geneva and talks about reduction 
of strategic offensive weapons. (1 min german 1600, 1700) 
2. "Information magazine": 1} preview, weather, music. (2 min) 2) vitally 
gurov comment on draft union treaty which has now been submitted to the 
supreme soviets of the republics. (4 min) 3) review of anatoliy lukyanov 
press conference given on the occasion of parliamentary reform 2nd 
anniversary, listing supreme soviet activities ever since. (4 min) 4) 
portrait of candidate for the rsfsr precidency, (toleyev), including 
aspects of his election platform. (4 min) 5) anatoliy potapov commentary 
on copenhagen meeting of nato foreign ministers, stressing new era of 
international relations and saying that nato is not only looking for a new 
military doctrine, but also for a new quality of relations with the east 
european countries against the background of historical changes. (3 min) 
6) yuriy igrinyev interview with historian prof yakov (grapkin) on results 
of moscow conference entitled "the european idea and the european 
civilization" (8 min) 7} aleksandr shakyin remarks on~new quali~y_o~ ___ _ 
relations between the soviet union and their neighbors in the east quot1ng- ---------------------
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boris yeltsin as saying that their is no competition or rivalry between 
the center and the republics. (3 min) 8} talk with official from the 
northrhine-westphalian ministry of economy (christoph stauchenbier) on 
prospects of cooperation with soviet firms in the field of electronic 
engineering. (7 min) 9) story of an unidentified flying object. (5 min) 
10) report on festival of choral music in leningrad and novgorod, 
including music with the karlsruhe choir "studio vocale". (6 min) {total 
46 min german 16oo} 
3. "Press review" of 8 jun, only topic of comment being the 50th 
anniversary of the invasion of german troops in the soviet union, quoting 
from "trud" interview with soviet general (matrosov). (6 min german 1700) 
4. "Topical subject", with vladimir cherkasov reviewing last weeks 
bundestag budget debate with facts and figures on gigantic expenditures 
for german unification, noting with satisfaction reduction of military 
expenses which, however, remain the second highest, following the budget 
for the ministery for labor and social affairs. (7 min german 1700) 
5. Commercial. (3 min german 1700) 
6. "Cultural magazine" presenting feature devoted to aleksandr pushkin. 
(29 min german 1700) 
7. Yevgeniy sashenkov announces new series in the "club of radio hikes 
through the soviet union" (2 min german 1700) _ 09/1655z jun BT 
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